society he perceived, with the insight of genius, the sources
giving rise to the revolutionary movement. More than
that, Tolstoy presents typical members of this revolution*
ary movement in a most sympathetic light.
In Mother Gorky plants the traditional Russian novel
in new soil. Only in this way could its life be renewed.
This was the first novel in Russian literature about the
working class, and one which treated this class as a great
emancipating force capable of preserving all the material
and spiritual values accumulated by mankind. Maxim
Gorky introduced a new hero into Russian literature.
Obviously it would have been impossible to do this without
Adopting a new artistic method, new means of revealing
character, new forms of composition.
Long before Gorky wrote Mother representatives of the
working class had appeared in literature, and not only in
Russian literature. Dickens and George Eliot, to mention
only two English writers, had written about the working
class. Writers of other European countries had done the
same. But Gorky undertook the task of showing the labour-
ing man not so much as the victim of an unjust society but
as a person making history, a person valiantly fighting the
social injustice of his times. In this he set a precedent in
world literature and may truly be called an innovator.
Gorky's literary career was a dazzling one. Rarely have
writers been crowned with success in so short a time. At
the beginning of the 20th century, which means in less
than ten years after he made his debut in literature, his
name was known throughout the world, And that not-
withstanding the fact that such great Russian writers as
Tolstoy and Chekhov were his contemporaries. The new
century centered its attention on Gorky, Such illustrious
names as Ibsen, Bernard Shaw and Anatole France were
perhaps less loudly proclaimed. Gorky himself issued
from the "lower depths", from the basement of'society,
and it was as if fate were anxious to compensate him for
all the suffering he endured in his childhood, youth and
early manhood. He was the chosen one of the new ccntu-

